Four ways discovery tools can help solve your broader unstructured data challenges

Unlock the value the technology you use for discovery to help solve other challenging business and compliance problems
Businesses operate in a sea of data today, data that’s migrating outside of traditional corporate systems into cloud. While managing documents in cloud creates efficiencies, much of this data is unstructured and loosely managed — the electronic version of a stack of unfiled paperwork. While discovery is a lurking danger, leaders also face cyber, information governance and privacy challenges that revolve around this data.

The evolution of discovery

As the volume of data stored on computers, email, shared drives, mobile devices and cloud has ballooned, the discovery process has become more demanding. Now, legal departments need increasingly powerful discovery review, analytics and technology-assisted review platforms.

Historically, companies responded to this challenge with sophisticated discovery programs and with a panel of preferred providers vetted for technical capabilities. But this approach means downloading that data and passing it on to third parties. Recent ransomware attacks on discovery vendors have demonstrated the flaw in this approach.

Increasingly companies are becoming fit for the future by directly licensing an instance of a cloud-based discovery platform and linking it to their corporate systems. This creates value for the organization by:

1. Providing rapid collection of data on legal hold using purpose built interfaces.
2. Bringing back control of the data to the company and allowing you to control both who processes that data and who reviews it.
3. Permitting you to quickly cut loose vendors whom you have lost confidence in without a long and painful migration effort.
4. Providing rapid scalability to handle large new matters that may come in and the ability to renegotiate pricing as the data your vendor is storing increases.

This is where discovery tools used outside of the traditional discovery process might prove to be useful.
An unexpected silver lining

With data coming from more and more cloud platforms and companies licensing their own instances of cloud-based discovery software we have seen an opportunity for companies to squeeze even more value from these tools. The act of integrating discovery technology into the corporate environment unlocks new and interesting opportunities to solve some traditional problems like contract management. It can also help you respond to new data privacy challenges, cybersecurity breach response and matters requiring a strong case management and review capability.

PwC is helping clients proactively leverage existing Discovery tools in new ways. Here are some examples.

1. **Contract review, abstraction and remediation**

Companies face a growing number of contract management hurdles, including mergers and acquisitions and regulatory requirements like LIBOR, IBOR, IFRS-16 and Brexit. Businesses also need to review contracts to ensure contract optimization and compliance, and to complete contract life cycle management (CLM) migration and other processes. Discovery platforms and specialized contract management applications built on those platforms provide powerful machine learning and analytics that can quickly identify key clauses, terms and data points that can drive the contract remediation, optimization and migration process. These tools provide an efficient, accurate way to review and validate the data you extract from your contracts.

2. **Data privacy compliance, including DSAR review**

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and other existing or contemplated data protection and data privacy regulations put increasing burdens on companies to manage, secure and potentially provide access to the personally identifiable information (PII) in their systems. Discovery platforms can provide a way to review unstructured data for PII so that it can be managed in compliance with global data protection and data privacy regimes. Discovery platforms can also drive data subject access request (DSAR) compliance.

3. **Cybersecurity breach response and assessment**

When you’re dealing with a potential data breach, one of the most critical questions your organization must address is what data has been accessed. Could hackers expose trade secrets? Did they take sensitive strategic information? Was consumer information breached, requiring quick compliance with notification laws? Discovery tools combined with AI can expedite your assessment of any compromised, unstructured data during a breach so that you can respond quickly. That fast response can help mitigate damage to the organization’s reputation, clients and operations.

4. **A central repository for case management and reviews**

Your discovery platform can help your organization overcome obstacles to deploying workflows to deal with business processes that require a corpus of documents to be reviewed, categorized and dispositioned. Some examples of the types of processes where this is needed are compliance reviews and defensible disposition. Most recently, COVID-19 increased the need for agile business process deployment. Companies needed quick turnarounds for Paycheck Protection Program application and forgiveness and vaccine mandate exception review. Discovery platforms have the flexibility to provide the structure and resources to deal with these rapidly evolving business process challenges.
Customer success stories

We have used our own stack of discovery tools to help our clients with these challenges and we have also helped our clients use their own tools to do the same.

**Contract review**

One client, a utility company, was in the process of a spin-off that required a quick but thorough review of all potentially related contracts.

We leveraged our advanced contract abstraction software and experienced managed review team to quickly target and organize the key information from the contracts. This provided the client with the opportunity to quickly gain an understanding of which contacts might affect the spin-off as well as how and when notice could be provided with regard to these contracts.

Our team met the client’s deadline even after it was accelerated by the client. This provided the client with the contract insight necessary to continue with the spin-off process and complete the transaction.
Data privacy

Another client needed to quickly review large volumes of data to comply with pending CCPA enforcement deadlines.

The CCPA took effect January 1, 2020. With a six-month enforcement delay poised to expire right as the effects of COVID-19 began to be felt by businesses, the California attorney general announced its intention to move forward with enforcement. We built a custom workflow within our discovery platform and assembled a 50-person review team, pivoting quickly as remote working became the normal. We quickly trained and deployed our team to help verify privacy data and redactions, allowing our client to meet its legal obligations.

Our managed review team members were able to work in a virtual, remote environment to verify privacy data and accuracy of auto-generated redactions created by the Discovery platform. Scaling up and down as the volume of CCPA requests fluctuated, we were able to help our client meet their response requirements in a timely and accurate manner.
Defensible disposition

In the case of an international financial services institution with numerous acquisitions over several decades, our client had amassed a huge repository of unstructured documents.

We leveraged our discovery platform’s technology assisted review and natural language processing capabilities combined with our record retention policy expertise to help develop a risk-based approach to identify documents eligible for defensible disposition. Our managed review team members were able to efficiently review records and further train our machine learning models.

We helped our client design a defensible disposition process that reduced its risk exposure from over-retaining information that could lead to increased discovery and production costs.

Compliance surveillance

Several of our clients in the pharma and life sciences industries had the same problem — how to ensure compliance across hundreds of sales reps and dozens of products.

We leveraged highly automated workflows in our discovery platform to collect data for 400 sales reps to provide maximum coverage across product lines and geographies. We effectively combined technology enabled assisted review with our managed review team to hone in on key risk themes and cut through millions of emails.

We helped our clients cover more products and reps, manually review fewer emails and quickly identify key findings. Compared to prior years, our clients experienced a 40% increase in quality findings using our methodology.
How to get more out of your discovery platform

A powerful discovery platform plays a critical role in responding to disputes and investigations, and those capabilities can also help you respond to contract management, data privacy, cybersecurity, case management and review challenges. If you’re still sending sensitive discovery data to third parties, consider these steps:

1. Evaluate discovery technologies that you can bring in house and link to your corporate estate.
2. Test whether those technologies will support your business by running a few trial matters through the technology as a proof of concept. You don’t need to buy a cloud-based instance but rather rent it.
3. Discuss your intentions with the vendors that serve you and look for new vendors with experience with these technologies.
4. Bring new matters into the environment and try to minimize the number of migrations of older matters, ideally by sunsetting old matters in the old technology.
5. Make the rest of the organization aware of the flexibility of these tools and look for opportunities to deploy this technology to solve some of the use cases noted above.

Looking for ways to move your organization forward along this path? Contact our team to find out how we can work together.
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